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Australian Singer Songwriter, Sarah C, possesses a combination of 
dynamite energy and an extremely unique, powerful and soulful 
voice. Being a seasoned and versatile performer, Sarah C was hand 
picked to sing exclusively for Oscar Winners and Hollywood Royalty 
Goldie Hawn and Susan Sarandon on their recent visits to Australia. 

As well as being an experienced performer, Sarah C is a talented 
writer and her EP release “Fearless” debuted at number three on the 
Australian R&B/Soul Charts, “Fearless” showcases Sarah's voice that 
stands as the central “instrument” and the most stirring element of 
this collection of Pop/R&B all-original tunes. Sarah says of the EP, 
"Fearless" is about going through the hardest of life's experiences, 
acknowledging that you are not perfect but coming out the other side 
a stronger, wiser version of yourself. 

Cameron Neilson is originally from Scotland and now a resident of 
Los Angeles. He is an all round creative as a songwriter, vocalist 
and creative director.  Most recently he wrote the single 'Circles' 
for Americas Got Talent finalist Brian Justin Crum and Sydney 
born TIAAN'S come back single 'Ruin It'.  With his eye firmly on 
independent music and making his mark across the industry in 
his own unique way. He recently formed  B|O|O 
Music Management (Band Of Others), along with top music 
executives Sarah McCann and Jared Lane. The next natural move 
in addition to his career as a Songwriter and Vocalist. 

His other songwriting/feature credits include 'Time after Time' 
with DJ Ricky Luna, #ADEF with The Perry Twins, Producer 101, 
 and the title theme song for the award winning 'Trophy Boy'. 
Cameron gained his BA HONS Degree from the acclaimed Arts 
Educational Schools London,

https://www.instagram.com/cameroneneilson/
https://www.instagram.com/misssarahcmusic/
http://www.bandofothers.us/


Management 

Cam: sarah@bandofothers.us 
Sarah C: mazzetticiab@outlook.com

Releases : 04.18.19

Written By Cameron Edward Neilson, Sarah Capodicasa, Adam Peri*(* Also Produced) 
Mix/Master: Jonas Karlsson. 
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